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INOX debuts WS-90 Wall Strike with industry-first interlocking bracket design
WS-90 Wall Strike easily installs directly on the wall and prevents tampering or
damage to the strike or lock bolt
SACRAMENTO, CA – INOX has introduced the WS-90 Wall Strike, a surface-mounted wall strike designed for
INOX’s PD5000, PD8000 and PD9000 series of barn door and sliding door locks. The WS-90 Wall Strike is the
first in the industry to use an interlocking bracket design within the strike, and its modern design conceals all
screws to prevent tampering or damage to the strike or lock bolt.
The patent-pending WS-90 Wall Strike easily installs directly on the wall. As the door is closed, the unique
interlocking bracket within the strike holds the latch securely in place so the door may be locked with a key
from the outside of the room.
“Barn doors are resurfacing as a popular design trend. Unlike a pocket door, however, there is no traditional
jamb to lock into and the only option currently is to build an additional jamb, which is costly,” said Qianyan
Cheng, INOX co-founder and Vice President of Product Development. “With the WS-90 Wall Strike, a home
office space or wine cellar can be securely and completely locked and its clean, sleek design integrates
seamlessly with any aesthetic.”
TWEET THIS: The patent-pending WS-90 #WallStrike from @Inox_Hardware is a surface-mounted wall
strike that provides a locking solution for barn doors and sliding doors and prevents tampering or damage to
the strike or lock bolt. https://youtu.be/bKZPRji2hfw
The patent-pending WS-90 Wall Strike easily installs directly on the wall to enable barn doors or sliding doors
to lock from the outside. A 1/8-inch shim is included to accommodate tracks with greater spacing from the wall
to the center line of the strike.
Key Features of the WS-90 Wall Strike
•

The hardware is equipped with an interlocking mounting bracket that conceals all visible screws
when the door is in a locked position, preventing tampering with the strike or lock bolt.

•

The WS-90 Wall Strike is constructed from solid 304 stainless steel to provide maximum durability
across a wide variety of residential, commercial and industrial applications.

The WS-90 Wall Strike is available in Satin Stainless Steel, Graphite Black and select CeraMax ceramic
coating finishes.
For more information about INOX and its products, please visit inoxproducts.com.
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Click to watch WS-90 Wall Strike video (1:54):

Click images to download:

INOX’s new WS-90 Wall Strike is the first in the industry to
use an interlocking bracket design within the strike, and its
modern design conceals all screws to prevent tampering or
damage to the strike or lock bolt.

About INOX
INOX is an innovative engineering company that designs and manufactures premium decorative hardware and
door locks, including its industry-exclusive Privacy Barn Door Lock. For more than 25 years, INOX has been an
expert in door hardware design with a proven track record of supplying product for some of the largest projects
in North America, South America and around the world. INOX products are distributed worldwide via a network
of more than 500 high-end retail designer hardware showrooms and distributors. To learn more about INOX,
visit www.inoxproducts.com.
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